| First Name | Last Name | Specialty | Employee Status | Location | Affiliation | Subspeciality
|------------|-----------|-----------|----------------|----------|------------|-------------|
| Michael    | Ahmad     | Family Medicine | Provisional     | 1245 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Obstetrics and Gynecology
| Susan      | Alton     | Cardiology | Active          | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Cardiology
| James      | Altenberg | Neurology  | Provisional     | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Neurology
| John       | Allgood   | Emergency Medicine | Provisional     | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Emergency Medicine
| Karen      | Almeida   | Obstetrics and Gynecology | Provisional | 1245 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Obstetrics and Gynecology
| Robert     | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| Robert     | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| John       | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| John       | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| John       | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| John       | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| John       | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| John       | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Crest | LVPG | Orthopedic Surgery
| James      | Ambrus    | Orthopedic Surgery | Provisional | 1250 Cedar Cre...